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Introduction 
We developed the Regional Impact app to support economic development professionals in 
performing their management and governance functions. The app incorporates our regional 
economic accounting engine, which is an input-output based mathematical model similar to 
other regional impact models. The difference is that we designed our model specifically to 
support management and governance functions, while other models typically are designed for 
technical specialists to perform research studies of potential policy and economic development 
impacts.  

All of these regional impact models are based on the input/output structure of the economy, 
but each has its particular method for modeling local purchasing patterns. For Implan, REMI, 
and RIMS 2, the intention is to devise a local purchasing method that closely estimates, in 
advance, local purchasing patterns for the case, assuming that purchasing patterns continue to 
resemble past behavior. The differences between models are well documented in the literature 
and unless benchmarked, can provide widely varying estimates of impacts and associated 
multipliers. The research literature does suggest, from both a theoretical and empirical 
standpoint, that using the simple location quotient method overstates local purchasing. For the 
other methods, such as regional pooling and econometric analysis, the literature is less 
conclusive regarding estimated versus empirical results.  

We designed our model differently due to our view that multipliers are not an input to the 
economic development process, but an outcome of your efforts. Regional impact estimates are 
not a static, reported number, but like a budget developed for a business, represent an active 
performance target that guides efforts to improve economic performance of the regional 
system. That is, when estimating impacts, you create a budgeted impact that you will manage 
to, and then through your management efforts, you work to hit that goal. We designed our app 
to produce these pro forma impact budgets – a series of projected impacts, prepared in 
advance, that incorporate assumptions about future events, the actual results of which are a 
function of the economic development effort. Since you are constantly working project by 
project to improve your regional economy over its current state, we specifically designed the 
model to incorporate this improvement potential.  

With this design in mind, we built our app and regional life cycle accounting engine differently 
than other regional impact models. We focus on local purchasing targets based on capacity 
constraints, tracing connections round-by-round, and supporting measurement of benefits to 
provide balanced reporting of benefits and costs in response to the Government Accounting 
Standards Board Statement No. 77 (GASB77) affecting tax abatement disclosure. For complete 
details on our accounting engine, please see our technical guide. 
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 Local purchasing targets: We designed our model to use a choice of two different local 
purchasing patterns: one based on capacity constraints, which represent an upper limit 
of local purchasing potential, and another based on simple location quotients, which 
represent a target for increasing local purchasing over past patterns. These two choices 
represent different levels of performance targets for the local economy, with the 
location quotient choice providing similar results to RIMS 2 multipliers for comparison. 
The capacity constraint option also overcomes a criticism of regional input-output 
models in which supply adjusts to demand regardless of the size of the local expansion.  

 Round-by-round accounting: Our life cycle accounting engine uses a round-by-round 
algorithm to compute pro forma impacts. A regional economy is a system of 
connections, and by tracing each of the resulting demand/supply connections back 
through the supply chain and forward through the spending of income, we give you 
information on where local connections weaken and on the largest connections by value 
that create priorities for improving, measuring, and auditing performance.    

 Public benefits reporting: GASB77 opens the door to providing citizens with a balanced 
reporting of public costs and benefits associated with economic development 
abatements. We designed our budgeting workbook specifically to support the 
management, measurement, and auditing of public benefits associated with these 
economic development abatements. We support workforce, income, economic 
production, and natural resource criteria for public benefits, recognizing that different 
projects and economies have different potential public benefits. Our workbook includes 
worksheets that link life cycle industry production with these specific benefits. 

Our goal in developing the capacity-constrained, round-by-round approach and the simple web 
app is to provide for continued use and expansion of input-output analysis in the broader area 
of development planning. We hope that the easy to use app with extensive detail published in 
the workbook will encourage economic developers, planners, and policy analysts to look 
beyond the “multiplier.” 

In the remainder of this guide, we describe the web app published at decisioncommerce.com. 
This app supports defining an economic development case by 1) single county and single 
production activity, 2) multiple counties and up to five production activities,  3) metro/micro 
area and up to five production activities, or 4) single state and single production activity. We 
can create private label web apps with custom-designed workbooks to meet specific needs for 
economic development organizations, and we can make our accounting engine available by 
application programming interface (API) to integrate with other web application software. See 
api.decisioncommerce.com for more information. 
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To use the online app, click the Regional Impact app menu item and then click on the link for 
the county, multi-county, metro level, or state analysis. Our online app is pay per use with no 
registration required. We deliver the workbook and an invoice to your email address within a 
minute or two of when you submit the case. Payment is due upon receipt. 

Defining the Economic Development Case 
Defining the economic development case consists of  

 entering a description for the case (optional), 

 selecting the state and county, metro/micro area, or state from the dropdown lists, 

 selecting one industry sector and production activity from the dropdown lists if using 
the single county or state app, or selecting at least one and up to five sectors and 
activities if using the multiple county or metro/micropolitan app, and 

 entering a production value in dollars in an amount greater than zero for each selected 
production activity. Please note that, as with all regional input-output based models, our 
model assumes that you are defining a case that represents marginal growth to your 
local economy. For cases that would significantly change the structure of your local 
economy, such as resource and resort boom town cases, a different type of economic 
analysis may be appropriate. 

 choosing either capacity constraints or location quotient method for setting local 
purchasing targets. 

In this user guide, we create a sample case for a plastics bottle manufacturing plant in Rockland 
County, New York with an initial production output of $32.5 million. We select the location 
quotient method for setting local purchasing targets.  

And now, even though we hope you look beyond just multipliers or number of jobs created, 
here is a reminder about multipliers. Your choice of local purchasing targets will affect the 
resulting multipliers. With capacity constraints, the multipliers will diminish as the size of the 
economic development case increases, as initially large production values compared to smaller 
values are more likely to exceed expansion capacities, resulting in a larger percentage of local 
demand met by imports. With location quotient based local purchasing targets, the size of the 
economic development case has no effect on the multiplier, as all demand back through the 
supply chain and forward through the spending of income is assumed to be met by the same 
proportion of local supply and imports. This means that for our sample case, selecting location 
quotients results in multipliers that are relevant not only for the $32.5 million in production 
value, but also for production values of $10 million or $100 million or $500 million. For more 
details, please read our technical guide.  
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Online app input form – define single county economic development case 

 

Submitting Case 
To submit the case, all that remains is to fill in the billing information fields. All fields are 
required except for the Company and Address 2 fields. We send the regional impact workbook 
containing the results and the invoice to the address entered in the Email field. The email is 
sent from the dcg@decisioncommerce.com account. Depending on the filters you have set on 
your email account, you may need to add this address to allow delivery of the workbook.  

Online app input form – enter billing information 
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Once you have completed the billing information, click the Generate impact workbook button 
to submit the case for analysis. The app will check to make sure the case is completely and 
correctly defined. If the app finds an error, a message will pop up alerting you to correct or 
complete an input field. Click OK to close the alert box, then provide the information requested 
and click the Generate impact workbook button again to retry submitting the case. 

Alert box – incorrect on incomplete case 

 

 

 If your case is ready to go, a dialog box will pop up, giving you a chance to cancel if you want 
one more chance to review the case you entered. Click the OK button to submit the case.  

Submission dialog box – click OK to submit case and generate workbook and invoice 
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Please wait until a new page appears that includes the case number and a message that the 
workbook will be sent to your email address in a few minutes.  

Submission complete page – Data have been submitted for processing 

 

Using the Impact Workbook 
We designed the pro forma impact workbook to support the work of economic development 
and planning professionals. We include a lot of information that supports multi-criteria 
evaluation of economic development opportunities. This information includes the following: 

 a summary sheet that lists standard impact metrics,  

 a series of round-by-round worksheets that allow you to see the extent of impact decay 
as connections become further and further removed from the initial production activity,  

 a series of industry worksheets that list information on which industries are the most 
important in determining impacts and which represent the largest opportunities for to 
reduce imports and strengthen local supply connections, 

 a series of worksheets that address specific public benefits, and 

 a worksheet on local energy usage and associated carbon dioxide equivalent emissions, 

 a listing of the largest demand/supply connections that primarily determine actual 
versus the projected, pro forma impacts.  
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In the workbook, you will notice that we decided to replace the U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) language of Type I and Type II impact and multipliers, and direct, indirect, and 
induced effects, with more descriptive terms that are consistent with sustainable planning and 
environmental impact life cycle analysis. So we use life cycle terminology to describe impacts 
and multipliers, with the industry supply life cycle activity (includes initial industry expansion) 
representing Type 1 multipliers (also referred to as direct plus indirect effects) and, combined 
with the household spending life cycle (induced effect), represents Type 2 multipliers. The 
industry supply life cycle includes production back through the supply chain of all inputs, raw 
materials, services, and transportation. The household spending life cycle includes all 
production that results from the household spending of income on goods and services. We 
report all monetary impacts in U.S. dollars.  

ImpactSummary worksheet 
The ImpactSummary worksheet as shown below includes the definition for the economic 
development case, listing the defined local region, each production activity and value, and 
choice for local purchasing method. 

Sample Impact Summary worksheet 
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Below the case definition on the worksheet are the production output, employment, value 
added (gross local product), and earnings impacts. We report these pro forma, or projected, 
impact metrics for the direct expansion production activity, the industry supply life cycle, the 
household spending life cycle, and the combined total. We provide both Final Demand and 
Direct Effect multipliers. Final Demand multipliers use as the base the direct expansion in 
industry output; the Direct Effect multipliers use as the base their own direct impact. That is, 
the Direct Effect employment multiplier uses as a base direct employment, not direct output. 

We emphasize that these metrics are targets, as your work as an economic development or 
planning professional influences these results. In general, if you chose to base local purchasing 
on expansion capacities, then the pro forma metrics will represent upper limits, compared to 
location-quotient based local purchasing, which generally results in pro forma impacts that 
represent a larger target for impacts compared to local purchasing based on current connection 
patterns in your regional economy.  
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RoundEarnings worksheet 
The Round Earnings worksheet lists the local and state earnings for the industry life cycle (Type 
1) and the combined industry and household life cycles (Type 2). Employees and proprietors 
receive payments during the initial round of the production life cycle. Earnings are the regional 
place-of-residence portion of these regional place-of-work payments. We record these earnings 
during each following round in the personal consumption expenditures account. These earnings 
start the household life cycle. We include a chart on the worksheet that you can edit to meet 
your reporting and presentation needs. 
 
Sample Round Earnings worksheet 
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RoundPayments worksheet 
The Round Payments worksheet lists the local and state payments for the industry life cycle and 
the combined industry and household life cycles. We record these payments to employees and 
proprietors based on place-of-work. We include a chart on the worksheet that you can edit to 
meet your reporting and presentation needs. 
 
Sample Round Payments worksheet 
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RoundOutputIndustryLC and CombinedLC worksheets 
The Round Output Industry Life Cycle (LC) and Combined Life Cycle worksheets list the 
expanded local and state production output and place-of-work employment that results from 
the initial production activity. If production output diminishes quickly on the IndustryLC 
worksheet, it indicates that the regional economy is not vertically integrated for the initial 
production activity. We include a chart on the worksheet that you can edit to meet your 
reporting and presentation needs. 
 

Sample Round Output Industry LC worksheet 
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SectorOutputIndustryLC and CombinedLC worksheets 
The Sector Output Industry LC and Combined LC worksheets list the expanded local production 
output by sector and round. The IndustryLC sheet shows how industry life cycle impacts spread 
across sectors after the initial production activity, while the combined life cycle sheet shows the 
spreading of impacts across sectors as residents spend earnings received from production 
activities. We include a chart on the worksheet that you can edit to meet your reporting and 
presentation needs.  
 
Sample Sector Output IndustryLC worksheet 
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IndustryOutputIndustryLC and CombinedLC worksheets 
The Industry Output Industry LC and Combined LC worksheets list the expanded local and state 
production output and employment by industry. We also include current estimated production 
output levels on this sheet so you can compare the size of the impact relative to the current 
size of each industry. And we include expanded total output for the industry that results from 
the initial production activity. The total output includes local, state, and out-of-state 
production. 
 

Sample Industry Output Industry LC worksheet 
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ValueAdded worksheet 
The Value Added worksheet lists the value added components of production by industry. Value 
added is equal to the sum of all the value added components. We report earnings share for 
each industry as the portion of valued added received by employees and proprietors. 
 

Sample Value Added worksheet 
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IndustryDemand worksheet 
The Industry Demand worksheet lists the expanded local demand and production by industry 
for the industry and household life cycles. You can sort on the import column to identify the 
largest, missed local supply opportunities.  
 

Sample Industry Demand worksheet 
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WorkforceIndustryLC  and CombinedLC worksheets 
On the Workforce Industry LC and Combined LC worksheets, we list employment by occupation 
requirements, where we define these requirements by education-experience-on the job 
training combinations. We designed the worksheet to roll up to education levels, so you can 
quickly see workforce employment impacts by education level. We also included current local 
employment estimates so you can compare impacts for the case relative to the size of the 
current workforce by category.  
 
On these workforce reports and the ones that follow, we report job numbers in hundredths. 
These employment numbers reflect job-years, which may be filled with full-, part-, or over-time 
labor. 
 

Sample Workforce Industry LC worksheet 
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WorkforceCollege worksheet 
On the Workforce College worksheet, we list local and state employment demand for college-
educated workforce by industry. This worksheet supports measuring public benefits associated 
with cases that offer employment opportunities for college graduates.   
 
Sample Workforce College worksheet 
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SelfEmployed worksheet 
On the Self-Employed worksheet, we list local and state employment demand for self-employed 
workforce by industry. This worksheet supports measuring public benefits associated with cases 
that offer self-employment opportunities for residents.   
 

Sample Self-Employed worksheet 
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OccupationVariety worksheet 
On the Occupation Variety worksheet, we list local and state employment demand by industry 
for occupations in which current demand is under-represented locally compared to the national 
average. This worksheet supports measuring public benefits associated with cases that offer 
occupational variety for residents.   
 

Sample Occupation Variety worksheet 
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ResilienceCapacity worksheet 
On the Resilience Capacity worksheet, we list expanded local and state production in industries 
that may add to the resilience capability of a local economic system. These industries are linked 
to infrastructure and human needs to recover from disasters and other shocks to the system. 
This worksheet supports measuring public benefits associated with cases that expand resilience 
capacity.   
 

Sample Resilience Capacity worksheet 
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RegenerationCapacity worksheet 
On the Regeneration Capacity worksheet, we list expanded local and state production in 
industries that may add to the ability of a local economic system to regenerate. These 
industries are linked to social infrastructure, self-employment, and occupational clusters that 
are over-represented locally versus the national average. Regeneration in a local economic 
system is akin to an organic growth strategy for a business, in which growth occurs within 
versus an inorganic strategy in which external growth is acquired (the recruiting of firms outside 
of the local economy). This worksheet supports measuring public benefits associated with cases 
that expand regeneration capacity.   
 

Sample Regeneration Capacity worksheet 
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EnergyUse worksheet 
On the Energy Use worksheet, we list life cycle local energy use and associated carbon dioxide 
equivalent emissions that results from expanded local production. We provide these estimates 
for the industry life cycle and the combined industry and household life cycles. 
 

Sample Energy Use worksheet 
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CommodityRequirements worksheet 
On the Commodity Requirements worksheet, we list the total and local commodity supply 
requirements for industry life cycle and for combined industry and household life cycle 
production. This worksheet is another source of information to help identify where missed 
opportunities for local connections occur. 

Sample Commodity Requirements worksheet 
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TopConnections worksheet 
On the Top Connections worksheet, we list the largest demand/supply connections by industry-
commodity-round. The top connections are for the industry life cycle only. Round 0 
requirements are direct requirements for the initial production activity, while each succeeding 
round indicates one-step removed down the supply chain. The connections on this worksheet 
largely determine the pro forma impact for the case. You can use this information to create a 
work project in which you design tasks to promote connections between these supply chain 
partners. In addition, you can create an annual project to measure impacts for top connections 
across cases, combining Top Connections worksheets across cases to avoid duplication of 
efforts. Providing this sheet to auditors supports their efforts to audit a sample of connections 
to verify that actual supply relationships are in line with the pro forma impacts that underlie the 
projected impacts.  

Sample Top Connections worksheet 
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Appendix 
 

Data definitions for impact worksheet columns 

  Combined Life Cycle The combined industry supply plus household spending life 
cycles that includes the initial expansion direct impacts. 

Current Local Employment  The amount of current estimated local employment measured 
in number of jobs. 

Current Local Output  The amount of current estimated local output in producer 
prices. 

Direct Impact  The economic impact of the initial economic activity excluding 
any supply chain or household spending impacts. 

Direct Effect Multipliers  The total impact divided by the direct impact for each metric, 
such as value added, earnings, and employment. 

Earnings Share  Resident household earnings as a share of total value added. 
Emissions From Local Use  The amount of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions due to 

local lifecycle energy use. Reported in pounds of CO2 
equivalent 

Employee Compensation  The dollar amount of wages and salaries before taxes. 
Expanded Imports  The dollar amount of local production inputs that are not 

produced locally. 
Expanded Industry Demand  The dollar amount of industry inputs required for local 

production output. 
Expanded Local College Employment
  

The projected number of local jobs in occupations that require 
a college education. 

Expanded Local Earnings  The amount of local resident wage and proprietors' earnings 
generated by the initial production value. 

Expanded Local Employment  The amount of local jobs created due to the expanded 
economic activity located in the user-defined local area. 

Expanded Local Output 
Amount of expanded local production output in producer 
prices due to initial economic expansion. Includes both direct 
requirements and output in response to local spending of 
earnings from initial production impact. 

Expanded Local Output (% of base)
  

The percentage increase in current local output due to the 
expansion. 

Expanded Local Self Employment
  

The amount of local self employment jobs created due to the 
initial production impact located in the user-defined local area. 
These jobs are also included in the Expanded Local 
Employment column. 

Expanded State College Employment
  

The projected number of state jobs in occupations that require 
a college education. 
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Expanded State Earnings  The amount of state resident wage and proprietors' earnings 
generated by the initial production value. 

Expanded State Employment  The amount of state jobs created due to the initial production 
impact located in the state. 

Expanded State Output Amount of expanded state production output in producer 
prices due to initial production impact located within the state. 
Includes both direct requirements and output in response to 
local spending of earnings from initial production impact. Note 
that expanded state production includes expanded local 
production and is not in addition to the expanded local 
production column. 

Expanded State Self Employment
  

The amount of state self employment jobs created due to the 
initial production impact located in the state. These jobs are 
also included in the Expanded State Employment column. 

Expanded Total Output Total amount of expanded production output in producer 
prices due to initial production impact. Includes both direct 
requirements and output in response to spending of earnings 
from initial production impact. Note that expanded total 
production includes expanded state and local production and 
is not in addition to these columns. 

Expanded Local Employment The amount of local jobs created due to the initial production 
impact located in the user-defined local area. 

Expanded State Employment The amount of state jobs created due to the initial production 
impact located in the state. 

Final Demand Multipliers  Output, value added, earnings, and employment effects 
divided by the initial expansion in final demand (direct output). 
Output, value added, and earnings multipliers are per dollar of 
expanded final demand; employment multiplier is per million 
dollars of expanded final demand. 

Gross Operating Surplus  The amount remaining after subtracting the value of 
intermediate inputs, employee compensation, and taxes less 
subsidies from industry output. 

Household Spending Life Cycle  The household spending life cycle includes all production that 
results from the household spending of income on goods and 
services. 

In-Commuting Percentage  The percentage of household earnings from local production 
received by households that live outside the local area. 

Indirect Impact  The supply chain economic impact that results from the initial 
economic activity. 

Induced Impact  The household spending economic impact that results from 
the initial economic activity and the resulting supply chain 
activity. 
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Industry Life Cycle  The industry supply life cycle includes production back through 
the supply chain of all inputs, raw materials, services, and 
transportation. 

Local Energy Use The amount of life cycle energy used to produce the initial 
impact and the direct requirements. Reported in million British 
Thermal Units. 

Local Expansion Capacity  The amount of local expansion capacity remaining to make the 
round's production. 

Local Production Wages  Employee compensation less payroll taxes paid to local 
households. 

Local Production Proprietors 
Earnings  

The amount of gross operating surplus from local production 
that is received by proprietors. 

Local Purchasing Projection  The projected amount of local purchasing to meet a given local 
production requirement based on location quotients. 

Local Requirements  The amount of each commodity required to make the local 
production for each round. 

Local Sector Output  Local industry output aggregated to the sector level. 
Local Value Added  The amount of employee compensation, gross operating 

surplus including proprietors' income, and taxes on production 
and imports, less subsidies generated by local production from 
the initial production value. 

Occupational Variety  The amount of jobs created in industries that offer 
employment in occupations under-represented in the local 
region or state. This occupational variety can be important in 
stopping out migration of workers and a downward spiral for 
the local economy. 

Payments  Wages and proprietors' income generated by local production 
and paid to households. 

Regeneration Capacity  Expanded production output in industries that add 
regeneration capacity to the local or state economy. 
Businesses involved in higher education, science and arts, and 
services to start-up businesses play an important role in 
regenerating the system, as do businesses that work in 
industries that employ people working in occupations that 
have a relatively high concentration in the local system 
compared to other systems, and people working in 
occupations that have a high self-employment rate. 

Resilience Capacity  Expanded production in industries that add resilience capacity 
to the local or state economy. Resilience refers to the ability to 
recover from disasters, natural, personal, and other. 
Businesses in industries such as food, energy, water, 
construction, transportation supply chains, financial credit, and 
personal and social services play key roles in maintaining a 
resilient economic system. 
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State Production Wages  Employee compensation less payroll taxes paid to state 
households. 

State Production Proprietors 
Earnings  

The amount of gross operating surplus from state production 
that is received by proprietors. 

Taxes Less Subsidies  Business taxes on sales, property, and production less 
subsidies received by an industry. 

Total Requirements  The amount of each commodity required to make the 
production for each round, including the amount that is 
required for production for which there is not local capacity. 
Note that total requirements are relative to the local 
production area. The Total Requirements column reported is 
for the local area production only, and does not include total 
requirements for production in the state and world. 

Type I  Type I impacts equal the direct industry impact plus the 
associated impacts back through the supply chain (indirect 
impacts). In this workbook, we refer to Type I impacts as 
Industry Life Cycle impacts. 

Type II  Type II impacts are the combined impact and are equal to the 
direct impact plus the impacts back through the supply chain 
(indirect impacts) plus the impacts forward through the 
spending of income by households (induced impacts). In this 
workbook, Type II impacts are referred to as Combined Life 
Cycle impacts. 

Value Added  Value added is the difference between industry output 
measured in dollars and the cost of intermediate inputs. It is 
also referred to as gross product. 
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